We at Keyera are committed to achieving an injury free workplace. We will strive to be a leading performer in our industry. We believe every job can be done safely and in an environmentally responsible manner by following these guiding principles in all of our daily activities and decisions. We expect this commitment will be embraced by everyone at our worksites and it will not be compromised.

**LEADERSHIP** – Management and Supervisors are accountable for the health and safety of all persons on our worksites. We believe everyone can be a safety leader by making health and safety a daily priority.

**RESPONSIBILITY** – We - managers, supervisors, employees, contractors and visitors - are responsible for the health and safety of ourselves and those around us. We will cooperate with all efforts to enhance health and safety at our worksites.

**PREVENTION** – We will identify hazards and take the necessary measures to control risk.

**WORKER INVOLVEMENT** – We will make safe behaviors an integral part of every task performed, including taking the time to do it right. We will care enough to intervene when we see an unsafe condition or behavior.

**TRAINING** – We will be adequately trained and competent. We will apply that training to perform our work safely.

**ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP** – We are committed to environmental protection, mitigation and restoration as an integral part of our business. We will take steps to reduce the impact of our activities on the environment.

**CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT** – We will continuously improve by openly communicating our successes and our challenges, and through the application of learnings.

**COMPLIANCE** – We will comply with all laws and regulations applicable to our operations.

At Keyera, no job is more important, no service more urgent, than maintaining a safe, healthy and environmentally responsible workplace. Please join us in making this commitment a daily priority.

______________________
David G. Smith
President and Chief Executive Officer
Keyera Corp.